This paper is an overview of IBM’S Virtual Machine Facilityl370.
It describes the virtual machine concept and its capabilities and
implementationin VMl370. Twocomponents of VMl370 arediscussed-thecontrolprogramandtheConversationalMonitor
VMl370 in multiple and diverse environSystem. The usefulness of
ments is covered. New developments in VMl370 from hardware
assists to system extensions, networking, and handshaking are
briefly described as an introduction to the rest of the papers in
this issue.

VM/370-a study of multiplicityand usefulness
by L. H. Seawright and R. A. MacKinnon

The productivity of data processing professionals and other professionals can be enhanced through the use of interactive and
time-sharing systems. Similarly, system programmers can benefit from the use of system testing tools. A systems solution to
both areas can be the virtual machine concept, which provides
multiple software replicas of real computing systems on one real
processor. Each virtual machine has a full complement of input/
output devices and provides functions similar to those of a real
machine. One system that implements virtual machines is IBM’S
Virtual Machine Facility1370 (VM1370).’
VMl370 is an operating system that gives multiple users access to a
computer by means of keyboard and display terminals for time
sharing, system testing, production, and conversion. VMl370 manages the resources of a computer so that every user, local or remote, appears to have acomplete replica of a System 370 including inpudoutput (I/o)devices. Each user of VM/370 can select a
different operating system, if desired, because different operating
systems can run concurrently in different virtual machines.

I

This paper describes the capabilities of VMl370. For a historical
perspective onVMl370 and the virtual machine concept, seeReferences 2 , 3 , 4 , and 5. One of the objectives of this paper and those
that follow in this issue is to show how VMl370 has provided an
architectural base forproduction as well as experimentation for a
wide variety of users and installations.
Copyright 1979 by International Business Machines Corporation. Copying is permitted without payment of royalty provided that (1) each reproduction is done
without alteration and (2) the Journal reference and IBM copyright notice are
included on thefirst page. The title and abstract may be used without further
permission in computer-based and other information-service systems. Permission
to republish other excerpts should be obtained from the Editor.
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Virtual machine environments
VMi370 has two main components-the control program (CP) and
the Conversational Monitor System (cMS). CP is theresource
manager of the system. It creates virtual machines in which operating systems can run. It supports, as virtual machines, the operating systems that normally control real IBM System/360, System/
370, and 303X (3031, 3032,3033) processors. CMS provides an
environment for interactive program development and personal
computing, with functions such as language processors, editors,
debugging tools, and applications packages.

The operating systems supported in the VM/370 environment are
versions Of DOS/VS, OS/MFT,OS/MVT, DOS/VS, OS/VSl, SVS, MVS,and
VM/370.6 They execute under the control
of CP, which manages the
resources of the real system, giving each user or virtual machine
access to appropriate I/O devices and the real central processing
unit. CP multiprograms one virtual machine against another by
using various time slicing algorithms andpriorities,whereas
batch systems would multiprogram tasks or partitions. Figure 1
illustrates multiple virtual machines that contain a variety of operating systems, including CMS, OS/vSl, and DOS/VS.

control
program

While executing under CP, a virtual machine produces results that
are functionally equivalent to those of a real machine, although
execution is slower because the real machine is normally being
shared. Therole played by CP is transparent toa virtual machine,
even though CP services are used continually to allow it to run.
Interfaces between CP and the virtual machine are described in
the Appendix.

Figure 1 A VM/370 environment

commands are available, if the user desires them, to enhance
the control and debugging of the operating system in the virtual
machine environment. These commands provide for
displaying
storage of the virtual machine (not real storage), setting instruction address stops, anddumping virtual storage. In essence, these
are thefunctions a system programmer would perform at theconsole of a real CPU.
CP

I
CMS

During virtual machine execution, all virtual machine code (both
supervisor and problemstate)executes
unchanged fromthat
which would run on a real machine. It relies on the normal operating system files and data sets to execute, and it communicates
with the virtual machine operator through a console, usually a
terminal. Thus the messages displayed on the console are identical to those that would be produced by a real machine.
A virtual machine assumes total responsibility for the management of jobs or function within it. Therefore, thevirtual machine
depends largely on its own operating system for access methods
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and services such as error recovery, multiprogramming and multitasking control, spooling (other than that which CP can provide),
demand paging (if the virtual machine is running a virtual system), jobinitiation and termination, andhandling of abnormal situations. CP provides only those services required to resolve differences between the virtual machine and the real system, to dispatch virtual machines, and to handle
the real system. Unless
certain communications interfaces are ~ t i l i z e dvirtual
,~
machines
execute with a high degree of isolation and protection because of
the virtual machine architecture.’
Figure 2 VMi370 running in a virtual machine
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CP
CP

Conversational
Monitor System (CMS)

Just as o s i v s and D O S ~ V Scan execute in a virtual machine, CP can
execute in a virtual machine to provide a virtual VMi370 environment. This environment is particularly useful in debugging parts
of CP or introducing experimental or maintenance versions of CP
into a production system. For example, at the
IBM Cambridge
Scientific Center, an experimental virtual machine was used to
test proposed performance enhancements for MVS in the VMi370
SystemExtensions Program P r o d ~ c t The
. ~ real system was a
System/370 Model 158 uniprocessor. A virtual machine on the
Model 158 was brought up, and an experimental copy of CP was
loaded into the virtual machine. A virtual MVS machine and CMS
were then executed undervirtual CP to test the proposed performance enhancements for MVS. During execution in the virtual machine, virtual CP dispatched virtual machines in the same manner
as the real CP. All of this activity appeared as one virtual machine
to real CP, as shown in Figure 2.
provides program developmentand personal computing
functions in an interactive fashion to an individual terminal user.
That is, CMS supports a single user of VMi370 at a single terminal,
rather than supporting multiple terminals. Access to multiple terminals is accomplished by CP’S ability to support multiple CMS
virtual machines-one for each interactive user. Although each
CMS useroccupiesaseparatevirtualmachine,code
is shared
among CMS machines. CMS is designed specifically for VMi370 and
depends on CP for its execution. Thus it cannot operate independently on a real machine, as can the other operating systems discussed above.
CMS

CMS provides

both problem solvers and application programmers
with the language processors and compilers normally associated
with o s i v S and D O S I V S . ~It~ also provides many of the file access
methods associated with those operating systems. Consequently,
CMS can be used for execution of applications that might otherwise run in another virtual machine under DOSiVS or OS/VS. CMS
also has editing, text formatting, and debugging capabilities; it
includes command procedures and application packages; and it
provides for interactive execution of user programs.
6
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Table 1 Type of accessallowedby CMS, forspecifiedaccessmethods, to CMS, OS,and
DOS disk files

C M S format

Access method

VSAM
SAM
BDAM
PAM

readlwrite
read/write
readwrite
read readiwrite

OS format

DOS formut

read/write
read only

read only

only

-

-

In addition to its use of many standard OS/VS and DOS/VS access
methods, CMS supports its own file system, which has a format
unlike that of os or DOS. CMS assumes total responsibility for file
management, including blocking and deblocking. The,user Of CMS
deals with files only on a named basis. Individual file space is not
pre-allocated, but is obtained and deleted dynamically. At any
time, the user can query CMS as to the amount of remaining free
space. CMS also gives the user access to os and DoS disks, the
formats of which are controlled by the user through the appropriate OS and DOS access methods. The types of access allowed for
each type of disk are listed in Table 1.
CP provides disk space for CMS and other virtual machines by
means of minidisks, which are predefined sets of contiguous cylinders on a disk. A minidisk normally is considered a subset of a
full disk, even though it can be an entire disk.CP maps the user’s
input and output to the disk. Minidisks can be shared with other
users on a VM1370 system or reserved exclusively for a particular
virtual machine.

CMS provides for terminal-based, interactive execution of applications unless the user chooses tologically disconnect his terminal and run his application in the background. An APL interpreter,
VWBASIC, PLn, and FORTRAN also provide a high degree of interactivity and problem solving capability for the CMS
CMS interfaces tothe terminal user through a series
of commands,
rather than through a job control language as in other operating
systems. Becauseof the file support provided by CMS, little operating system knowledge is required on the user’s part other than
familiarity with the activities directly relatedto accomplishing the
desired function. Thus CMS can be said to presenta“userfriendly” interface to theuser. Job controlis eliminated, punched
cards are unnecessary, andterminal prompting provides for error
correction at the source. There
are no turn-around delays like
thoseassociated with batchprocessingandremote
job entry.
Doherty and K e l i ~ k y ’describe
~
the evolution of CMS interactive
computing services at the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center and their advantages for users.
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Usefulness of VM/370
VM/370 can be used for a wide variety of purposes. It is important
to understand that there is no typical user of VM/370; to try tofind
such a user is to overlook the system’s mostvaluable attributeaccommodation of diverse computing environments. Discussed
below are some of the purposes for which VM/370 is used.
multiple
operatingsystems

Because it canrun
multiple operatingsystemsconcurrently,
can be used to advantage when an installation is converting from one production operating system
to another. The old
system can continue to run while the new one executeswith converted programs in a separate virtual machine. CMS can be used
as an interactive toolto make the necessaryprogram changes and
test the modified code.
VM/370

Similarly, maintenance changes can be applied to the production
operatingsystem orto application programs. As previously
noted, this same approach can be applied to VM/370 itself. In effect, maintenance is viewed as conversion, and the useof virtual
machines ensures that the production work load can be handled
without interruption.
Occasionally, a special application program may have to bewritten to execute in some operating system other than the production system. With virtual machines, the application can be run
without dedicating the real system tothe other operating system.
This approach can be used when certain applications are to be
phased out eventually and not converted to a new operating system.
Some installations run multiple copies of the same operating system to obtain additional function-for example, to increase the
number of executable job partitions, to enhanceperformance, or
to isolate operating systems and application programs from each
other.
addressspace

isolation

security

8

Every virtual machine has its own virtual address space, which is
accessed
through
dynamic address
translation
hardware
and
which uses a unique set of segment and page-translation tables.
These attributes can be important
in minimizing the effects of
software failure either in the operating system or in application
code. It is this isolation of address spaces that helps VM/370 run
multiple operating systems, as discussed above.
Where there is concern about access to sensitive data, or where
there has been unwillingness to allow access via terminals, the
virtual machine architecture of VM/370 provides a high degree of
system integrity and security.* In addition to providing address
space isolation, VM/370 requires a password when each user logs
SEAWRIGHT AND MACKINNON
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on. Minidisks can be protected by passwords forwriting, reading,
or both. Further, VM/370 provides several levels of protection for
the virtual machine description, which is protected in the system
directory.
The real system controlled by V M ~ can
O operate essentially unattended, unless the mounting of tape or disk volumes is required,
or a catastrophic error occurs. Few messages requiring operator
intervention are presented to the system console, andthe system
provides for automatic restartingof CP. For instance, after a blizzard in February 1978, the VM/370 system at the Cambridge Scientific Center, which services many remote users, operated for a
week with the computer room locked and the operator’s console
locked and logically disconnected. The system continued to provide service and was monitored remotely from a terminal with
operator privileges.
Because CMS has a full complement of language processors, compilers, file access methods, command procedures, debugging capabilities,andeditors,a
terminal usercancreate,document,
compile, test, and debug programs in a true interactive environment. A dedicated real machine is not required, and system and
application programmers alike can benefit from increased productivity. Program development can be combined with time sharing
and production work under central management and operation.
Under CMS, interactive tools such as VSIBASIC and APL are available for commercial time sharing and management science applications, or, ata university, for studenttime sharing and academic
computing. Enduser applications can range from computerassisted instruction to departmental reporting systems and query
facilities, from word processing to electronic mail. Many enterprises have used VM1370 for time sharing to make use of excess
capacity or to achieve economy of scale by expanding the installed configuration.
Many installations run a batch processing system under VM1370,
along with other uses of virtual machines. CMS also has a batch
capability which can be used for production work. The final section of this paper, on virtual machine performance, discusses the
options by which CP can give higher priority to batch machines
when maximal throughput is desired.
vW370 can provide a computer science laboratory on
a single machine. Its isolation and ease of use, and the great variety
of available system and application programs, make it a capable host for
computer science applications. At the Cambridge Scientific Center, for instance, VW370 provides for interactive computing and
experimentation by the staff and for remote time sharing by IBM
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subscribers throughout the United States, and it is a part of a
networking facility that services many IBM location^.^' Remote
time sharing and networking are considered production operations in that high levels of service and function are provided to the
user. With this type of function, VW370 can significantly extend
lines of communication among technologists who may be hundreds of miles apart.
New developments

Changeshavebeen
made in specific VM1370 implementations
which have affected the function and performance of the total
system. This discussion thus far has stressed the
isolation of virtualmachines.Subsequentpapers,
by MacKinnon on architectural changes,' Jensen on
inter-virtual-machine communication,I6 Hendricks and Hartmann on the networking capability,"
and Attanasio on Virtual Control Storage," relate to the increasing trend toward communication among virtual machines and the
advent of subsystem architectures that exploit the virtual
machine environment.
The manner in which VM/370 supports the problem solving language APL is a significant development. VSIAPL under CMS uses
the APL microcode assist, which isavailable on certain models of S y ~ t e d 3 7 0 Also
. ~ recentlyintroduced is attachedprocessor support in VM1370 for Models 158 and 168 and the 3031
processor, providing processing power beyond thecapabilities of
a single CPU. Such additional power might be required, for example, by a CMS user with cpu-bound applications that can benefit from additional instruction processing capabilities. Holley et
ai." describethearchitectureand
implementation of multiprocessing within an environment originally designed only for
uniprocessing.
Total system performance has always been a concern when con0 . overhead imposed by the hypervision
sidering use of ~ ~ 3 7 The
and simulation activities of CP for nOn-CMS virtual machines normally decreasesbatchthroughputandincreasestheresponse
time of these machines compared with the performance of a real
machine. New developments have occurred in this area and are
discussed below, along with the ways in which VM1370 normally
addresses performance.
performance
options

10

A single virtual machine can run in virtual-equals-real mode,
wherebythe virtual machine'srealstorage is not demand-paged
by CP. Specified page frames can be locked into real storage. Devices and channels can be allocated to a virtual machine on a
dedicated basis. And executable code can be shared among virtual machines.
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For scheduling of virtual machines, CP employs either a biased
scheduler"' or a resource manager' that uses the fair-share scheduling concept, by which CP can give preferential service to a particular virtual machine to enhance its throughput. CP executes in
its own address spacewithout dynamic address translation (butin
extended control mode). CMS also operates without dynamic address translation, but in basic control mode. Thus certain levels
of paging overhead incurred by other virtual system control programs are not incurred by CP or CMS. These performance options
generally are available through softwareon all processors capable
of running VMl370.

v ~ m ohasasystemperformancemeasurement
facility, which
provides amethod of obtaining system resource utilization on line
while CP is running, as well as collecting measurement data for
later analysis. A methodology for analyzing system performance
is described by Tetzlaff.2'
Other software developments are more specialized and involve
changes to VMi370 and other system control programs,
such as
DOS~VSand osivs~,
that utilize the virtual machine environment.
These changes allow the operating system in a virtual machine to
recognize that it is running under VMi370 and to communicatewith
CP. Thus osivsl and DOS~VSvirtual machines have a direct interface to CP, so they no longer have to perform operations that are
redundant when they are operating in a virtual machine environment. The results of these changes, collectively termed handshuking, are greater operational efficiency and improved virtual
machine performance. Handshaking is discussed in some detail
by M a ~ K i n n o n . ~
Certain models of the Systed370 and 303X processors incorporatehardware designed to handle most-frequently-executed CP
functions in order to reduce the overhead associated with CP hypervision and to enhance virtual machine performance. This assistance, provided by virtual machine assist and Extended Control Program Support (ECPS) hardware, also is discussed by
Ma~Kinnon.~

Summary
This introductory paper has attempted to
explain the essential
elements of VMl370 structure and the interfacesit provides for virtual machines. Throughout, an effort has been made to show why
VMi370 is used, how it encompasses a multiplicity of uses, and
where development has progressed over the years.
The things that have changed most about VMi370 are howitis
viewed and the uses to which it has been put within many difIBM SYST J
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ferent installations. What has changed least is its ability to be installed rapidly and become productive in many circumstances
and for many purposes.
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Appendix: CP interfaces to virtual machines

The architecture of the virtual machines that run under CP is defined to be that of IBM Systed370. Thus there is almost total
commonality between the instruction sets of the virtual machine
o on
and the real machine that executes real CP. While v ~ m runs
the 303X processors, CP itself does not use the 14 new instructions that extend the Systed370 instruction set to those processors. However, if the MVS System Extensions Program Productz2
is running as a virtual machine on any of the 303X processors,
MVS can execute the new instructions.' If any non-Systed370
emulation is run in the virtual machine,it is controlled by an operating system emulator program, which appears as a normal Systend370 program to CP.
CP code

executes on the real
machine in the real supervisorstate.
When a virtual machine is dispatched, or run by CP, it executes on
the real machine in the real problem state. For each virtual macalled the VMBLOK, in
chine, CP maintains a central control block,
its nucleus. Among the contents of the VMBLOK are a virtual program status word, virtual general-purpose andfloating-point registers, and information on whether the virtual machine is operating in the virtual supervisor or virtual problem state. Thus the
virtual machine operating system continues to alternate between
supervisor and problem state as it would when in control of a real
machine. Only CP recognizes that, in fact, the virtual machine
executes in the real problem state at all times. The virtual operating system can issueno instruction (or sequenceof instructions)
that will reveal that CP is, in fact, running the virtual machine in
the real problem state, except in the case of handshaking.')
CPcontrol

12

Avirtual machine executes Systend370 instructionsdirectly on
the real machine unless CP gains control because of an interruption by an asynchronous event or bya supervisor call or program exception. Examples of asynchronous events are I/O interruptions and timer interruptions associated with the completion
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of a time slice. Program exception interruptions occur whenever
a virtual machine tries to execute a privileged instruction. The
most likely source of privileged instructions is within the operating system code of the virtual machine, but CP can also handle
privileged instructions in application code. Thus until CP completes its analysis, it does not regard program exception interruptions as unusual. Program interruptions are the chief interfaces between the virtual machine and CP that allow CP to gain
controlwhen virtual operatingsystemservices
have been requested.
DIAGNOSE is a privileged instruction used by some virtual machines as a specially-defined interface to CP. In a sense, DIAGNOSE is aspecial-purposesupervisor
call that allows virtual
machines to request CP services. CMS, being dependent on CP,
is the most common user of the DIAGNOSE interface, but modifications have been made to DOS/VS and osivs1 to allow them to
signal CP with DIAGNOSE. This use of DIAGNOSE is covered by
Ma~Kinnon.~

Once CP gains control, an analysis is performed to determine the
reason for the program exception generated by the virtual machine. If the virtual machine was operating in the virtual problem
state, CP passes or reflects the real program interruption to the
virtual machine,which thus regains control and proceeds through
its analysis and handling of the interruption. If the virtual machine was in the virtual supervisor state, CP simulates execution
of the privileged instruction in the following manner: First, it determines what function the virtual machine istrying to perform.If
input or output is involved (START I/O, HALT I/O. or TEST UO), CP
must make any necessary adjustments in mapping between the
virtual and real devices. CP translates virtual machine channel
command words (CCW’S) into real CCW’S to reflect the real storage
page frames to be used. It uses the indirect data
addressing facility of System/370 in doing so. In the case of I/O from or to minidisks, CP must map logical track addresses tophysical (real) track
addresses to get to the proper minidisk space. CP then schedules
the I/O operation. Control ultimately returns to the virtual machine’s operating system, which proceeds as if the I/O had been
initiated.
CP attempts to return control to thevirtual machine as soon as it

has completed its simulation process. The objective is to allow
the virtual machine to complete its time slice with minimal interruption. When the simulation cannot be completed (as when YO
cannot be scheduled immediately), CP dispatches another virtual
machine in its run list.
Other interruptions most commonly involve some process or operation forwhich CP is responsible. When they involve an activity
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undertaken on behalf of a virtual machine (such as U O ) , CP turns
control over to the
virtual machine’s operating system, just as the
real hardware would indicate completion of an activity. Thus in
the case of Iio, the virtual machine (when enabled for this interruption) has its old program status word and a correct channel
status word stored, and control passes to its
I ~ Ointerruption handler.
enhanced
operation

Finally, CP undertakes a variety of operations as part of the services it provides to enhance virtual machine operation. These operations are described below:

demand
paging

CP performsdemand pagingofits
real storage outside the fixed
nucleus.Consequently,virtualmachinessuch
as DOSIVS, o S i v S 1 ,
SVS, and MVS, which employ demand paging for their virtual address space, are subject to two levels of paging: that initiated by
the virtual machine (and regarded by CP as normal I/O) and that
undertaken by CP (which is transparent to the virtual machine).
Therefore, operating systems such as OSIMVT, which do not employ demand paging, are paged by CP. Performance options provided by CP, however, permit a particular virtual machine to run
in virtual-equals-real mode if no paging by CP is required for the
virtual machine. CP’S performance options also permit individual
page frames to be locked and some virtual machines to dispense
with redundant paging through handshaking.

spooling

CP provides a spooling system that handles unit-record I/O from or
to the virtual machine. This system does not negate the of
use
any
spooling system run in the virtual machine as part of the virtual
operating system. In fact the virtual spooling system can be used
exclusively by the virtual machine
in place of CP spooling. CMS
relies on CP spooling, however, since no suchfacility is integrated
into its code.

DASD management

CP provides for DASD (direct access storage device) management
in a variety of ways:

A DASD volume can be dedicated to a particular virtual machine and be under the complete controlof that machine. No
sharing is implied.
CP can divide a DASD volume into subsets calledminidisks,
each of which appears to the virtual machine operating system
as a complete physical device but normally contains fewer
cylinders. CP maps minidisks to real disks, but it is up to the
virtual machine operating system to manage the space within
the bounds of the minidisks. (CP does not allow the virtual
machine to get outside the bounds.) Minidisks can be shared
among machines on a read-only basis. With proper controls,
they can also be shared for writing.
14
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can share a DASD volume among several virtual machines
by means of the minidisk concept, as well as by supporting
RESERVEIRELEASE for os virtual machines.
CP

,

CP maintains responsibility for the terminal used by each virtual
machine as an operator’sconsole.The terminal may be locally
attached, on a communications link, or disconnected by the user
when a console is notneeded.

console
management

CP maintains completecontrol of the realhardwaresystemand
manages realstorage. It initiates I/O, handles first-level interruptions, and recovers from errors causedby machine checks. CP
recovers from errors in IIO that it initiates, including paging,
spooling, and DIAGNOSE IiO, but it reflects other IiO errors back to
the appropriate virtual machine. CP may terminate the affected
virtual machine rather than terminate the entirereal machine. CP
manages the real storage in 4K-byte page frames and 64K-byte
segments but allows each virtual operating system to manage its
virtual storage in its own way. (DOSiVS and OSIVSl, for example,
use virtual page frames of 2K bytes, and DOSI360, OSIMFT, and
OSIMVT do not make use of demand paging.)

real hardware
control
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